### Verification type
Sensitivity Studies (Grid and Parameter sensitivity)

### Database reference
SEN-4

### Topic / Application
- Nuclear Safety
- Verification and Validation

### Physics
Boron Dilution Transient

### Summary
Presents an identification and ranking of the main physical phenomena in a nuclear safety simulation, to inform appropriate use of codes.

### Description
The representation of application and validation domains has been studied by the authors. Though the application is validation the processes for identifying and ranking physics can be applied to verification, where the ranking is applies to the equivalent mathematical terms in the equations to be solved, ensuring that errors in small terms are not swamped by larger terms.

The representation of application and validation domains has been studied by the authors. For each physical phenomenon identified, dimensionless numbers are used to evaluate the ratio of parameters of strong influence. Every validation test or industrial application can thus be plotted and defined by a range of values for dimensionless numbers. The relevance of domains representation is thus based on the confidence in the physical analysis.
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